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5.1.Language diversity
What is the relation between language & identity?
Does emigrating to a country mean that you must speak

that country’s language?
If so, what level of linguistic proficiency should be

expected?
Who should take this decision & who should decide what

is an adequate level of proficiency?
Should it be a condition for citizenship to pass a certain

level?
Should there be provisions for several languages other

than English to be used?
Can we refuse to provide public services to immigrants

who don’t speak the country’s language?



5.1. Language diversity
Languages & varieties are rarely all equal

Depending on the context, some are considered more
appropriate than others.

Social judgement
implication

Minority languages are fine at home, not in public places.

2nd generation of immigrants are bilingual, but not the 1st
generation.

How to accomodate to the fact that we all speak differently
(languages, dialects, accents & idiolects)?



5.1. Language diversity
In some cases, lang diversity isn’t a political or personal
choice, but has life & death implications:

In heavy fog in Tenerife in 1977, a Dutch pilot of a KLM 747
plane said he was at take-off (= in the process of taking off).

The Spanish air controller interpreted this deviation from
Standard English to mean he was positioned at the take-off
point on the runway.

The Dutch pilot failed to understand the air controller
discussion with the English pilot of another aircraft, which
indicated the runway wasn’t clear.

Result almost 600 people died.



5.2. Varieties
Different ways of speaking are tied up with how they are
evaluated & valued.

- covers different languages, dialects, accents,
Variety registers & styles of speech.

- neutral term with no implications.

Varieties

People w/o a 
common lang

(pidgins & creoles)

People not
sharing a mother

tongue (lingua
franca)

Standard & non-
standard

Written & 
spoken



5.2. Varieties

Most of the terms are ideologically loaded, e.g.

- usu. seen as inferior to language
Dialects - considered purely regional
(myths) - spoken rather than written

- impoverished compared to languages

Dialects fulfil the role of vernaculars

popular speech forms for everyday interaction & the
repository for popular wisdom.



5.2. Varieties
In multilingual contexts, due to contact between different

varieties,

pidgin & creole languages arise:

In excolonial settings, contact bet colonizers’ lang -e.g.
Spanish, English or French (the superstrate)- & lang spoken
by their population of slaves, usu. from different areas &
w/o a common lang (the substrates).

A lang can transform from a basic mode of communication
into a fully fledged idiom.



5.2. Varieties

Pidgin a reduced language –jargon– used by 2 groups
with no language in common (one is in a more
dominant position) to communicate for trade
purposes. The less dominant group develops
the pidgin. Pidgins arose in colonial situations,
e.g. Hawaii pidgin.

Creole Such a reduced language can become more
complex & develop into the mother tongue of a
group of speakers, e.g. Haitian Creole, based on
C18th French but with elements of Portuguese,
Spanish & West African languages.



5.2. Varieties
Within lang, how should we distinguish bet different levels
of lang?

Register type of lang appropriate for particular
situations (formal vs. informal register).

often associated with specialized fields &
vocabulary, e.g. legal register.

e.g. Teenagers in London use traditional British class
accents (i.e. posh & Cockney) to ‘draw lines’ bet high & low
spheres of activity, & to mark attitudes towards people
within the school (Rampton 2006).



5.3. Code-switching

- alternate use of 2 or more varieties in 
the same conversation or sentence.

- usu. considered a spoken, informal 
Code-switching mode of speech, but can also be found

in writing.
- Signal speaker’s ethnic identity & 

solidarity with the addressee/group.

Settings:

1. Small bilingual communities, e.g. migrants.

2. Well-established language contact situations, e.g.
Gibraltar.



5.3. Code-switching
Patterns of code switching:

When the varieties are closely related, sentences contain
many code-switches w/o any disruption of the grammatical
pattern.

Sociolinguistic parameters are more influential: Stable
bilingual situations give rise to alternation: one lang being
the matrix into which elements of the other are slotted.

When bilingual speakers (e.g. migrants) are dominated by
monolingual speakers, code-switching involves convergence
bet the 2 grammars.



5.3. Code-switching
Kinds of code-switching:

Code-switching

Situational
code-switching

Metaphorical
code-switching



5.3. Code-switching

Types of 
code-

switching

Intra-
sentential

Inter-
sentential

Tag-
switching

Switches in the middle of 
sentences or clauses.

Switches outside the sentences
or clause level.

Tags which can be inserted
anywhere, with the rest of the

sentence in another lang

Intra-word
switching

Within a word itself, takes one
word



5.3. Code-switching

Intra-
word

•Traducierst Du das mal bitte? · Pómpalo brother!
•Tu peux me pick-uper?

Tag-
switching

•He’s like that, tú sabes.
•Mon cheri, did you have a good day?

Intra-
sentential

•Sometimes I start a sentence in English y termino en español.
•I had a hard time parking mi coche esta mañana.

Inter-
sentential

•Grandpa called. ¿Qué pasó?
•Todo el mundo debería hacer deporte. So did you see the

football game last night?



5.4. Lexical borrowings

When people speaking one
language are in contact
with people speaking
another one, they will
integrate into its language
words from the other
group’s language to refer
to unfamiliar things.

Words taken over from
one language & adopted
to the other are lexical 

borrowings.

Borrowing
refers to lexical 
elements only: 
Nouns & verbs

(content
words).



5.4. Lexical borrowings

roughly correspond to
elements already

existing in the
recipient language

Fill a lexical gap in 
the recipient

language

2 types of lexical borrowings

Cultural core



5.5. Linguistic identity

Identity

Master personal interactional relational

stable dynamic

place of 
origin, 

name, sex

Others’ 
perceptions

of us

Family, 
professional

& social 
relations

Identity in 
conversation



5.5. Linguistic identity: Boundaries
Identity may vary according to the context:

We may adopt the behaviour of the group with which we
identify: dressing in a certain way, shifting to another lang,
adopting a specific accent or using slang terms.

Labels denote both personal & social identification

UK students address
teachers by their title & 

surname:
Miss Jones

Greek students address
teachers by their title & 

name:
Miss Maria



5.5. Linguistic identity: Boundaries

Globalization has facilitated real & virtual contact between
diverse communities

multiple & hybrid identities

In London teenagers from diverse ethnic groupings
(Bangladeshi, Pakistani & white) have adopted the speech
style of Caribbean speakers creating a cool teenager
identity, getting prestige & dissolving interethnic
boundaries.

Subtle power relations can develop through the adoption of 
stock phrases or linguistic forms from other groupings:

No problemo!
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